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ARC Vector 2023

The first ARC Vector in Seattle has arrived and is ready to purchase! Are you the
special one to own this masterpiece? The ARC Vector is a cutting-edge electric
motorcycle, renowned for its marriage of technology and design. It stands out
with its innovative use of a carbon composite structure, including a monocoque
chassis that integrates the battery and motor for unmatched strength and
lightness. The motorcycle boasts an advanced electric powertrain that delivers
exhilarating performance, with rapid acceleration and a top speed that challenges
the best in its class. It also features state-of-the-art connectivity and control
systems, including a heads-up display helmet and a haptic feedback jacket,
enhancing the riding experience with futuristic safety and comfort technologies.
With its sleek, aerodynamic design and premium materials, the ARC Vector is not
just a motorcycle; it's a piece of advanced engineering art, designed for riders
who demand the pinnacle of performance and style in the electric age.
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Vehicle Details
ARC Vector
2023
• Condition:
• Payload
capacity:
• Empty weight:
• Floor length:
• Floor width:
• Side height:
• Body type:

Additional Information:

Unmatched Innovation in Electric Motorcycling: The Arc Vector is unparalleled in its integration of
technology, innovation, craftsmanship, and riding experience, making it the most advanced electric
motorcycle available. Sustainably Crafted with Ethical Practices: Crafted in the UK, the Arc Vector
adheres to ethical practices, prioritizing sustainability and making conscious decisions to utilize the
best, most sustainable resources. Exceptional Performance Features: It boasts exclusive
performance enhancements such as patented front-end geometry, carbon fibre swingarms, custom
Öhlins dampers, and Brembo Stylema brakes, offering an unrivaled riding experience. Innovative
Battery Technology: Features a revolutionary modular battery monocoque, allowing for a bespoke
architecture that maximizes each vehicle's potential without the constraints of cross-vehicle design.
Personalized Journey with the DX Rider Team: Starting your Arc journey means direct collaboration
with the DX Rider team to customize your Vector, ensuring a uniquely tailored motorcycle to your
preferences.


